For product safety advice contact:

candles and
lighters

Department of Commerce
Consumer Protection Division

Lighter safety tips

For the safety of your children and your home:
always keep lighters and matches out of
the reach of children;
store lighters away from heat or direct
sunlight;
do not leave lighters exposed to the sun in
parked cars;
do not tamper with or remove child
resistant mechanisms on lighters; and

Your lighter may be faulty if:
the child resistant mechanism is missing or
doesn’t work;
flames flare up or splutter;
a flame does not extinguish after use;
it leaks fuel;
the casing is cracked or components come
off; or
there is no safety warning on the product
or packaging.

To help prevent
accidents:
keep lighters and
matches out of the
reach of children;
and
never leave
children
unattended with
candles, lighters
or matches
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dispose of faulty lighters.

Colourful candles
and lighters may
look attractive to
children, but they
are not toys

Advice Line 1300 30 40 54
(for the cost of a local call statewide)
8.30 – 5.00pm weekdays

Information including advice (“information”) provided in this brochure is given in
good faith and solely on the basis that you are responsible for making your own
assessment of it and that you obtain your own independent advice with respect
to matters relevant to you regarding the safe use of candles, lighters and matches.
The information should not be construed to waive any legal obligations of entities
including manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers of candles, lighters or matches.
The State of Western Australia and its servants expressly disclaim any liability and
responsibility for the information contained in this brochure. You/ each reader/ each
person who relies on the information waives and releases the State of Western
Australia and its servants to the full extent permitted by law from any and all claims
relating to the use of the information. In no event shall the State of Western
Australia and its servants be liable for any injury, loss or damage resulting from the
use of information. The State of Western Australia and its servants do not accept
liability for any injury, loss or damage incurred by reliance on the information.
This publication may not be reproduced or copied, except with the express
permission of the Department of Commerce.
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Candles

Tips on how to enjoy candles safely

Lighters are not for children

Never leave a burning candle unattended, or
in the care of a child.

Throw candles away before they burn to the
base.

cause a house fire;

Always extinguish candles before going to
sleep.

Only use candlesticks or candleholders that
will not ignite or melt.

burn down and ignite the furniture,
fittings or appliances on which they
are standing;

Choose candles carefully. Ensure there
is no material in or around the candle that
could catch alight.

If you believe a candle you are using is unsafe,
or is burning in a way that may cause a fire,
extinguish it.

ignite nearby objects such as
curtains and clothing.

Remove all wrapping and packaging from
candles before lighting them.

Candles can create mood and atmosphere
in your home. However, if used without
proper caution, they can potentially:

Candles cause approximately 50 house
fires in Western Australia each year. The
damage to human life and property caused
by house fires is devastating.
You can help reduce the risk of house fires
by using candles safely.

Keep candles and matches out of the reach
of children.
Place lit candles in draft free areas, away
from open windows, curtains and blinds.
Position candles away from flammable
gases or liquids.
Make sure candles are placed on stable,
uncluttered surfaces that are resistant to
heat.
Use a candleholder or stand to keep heat
away from furniture surfaces and to catch all
melting wax.
Avoid moving a candle that is alight. Liquid
candle wax can cause severe burns.

Children are naturally inquisitive and want to
investigate everything they touch. Young children
may think some lighters are toys because of their
colourful designs and shapes.
Many children under five years have suffered from
burns that require hospital treatment, as a result of
playing with lighters.
All lighters can be dangerous in the hands of
children and should be kept out of their reach.
Laws for lighters
In 1997, strict requirements for performance safety
and child resistant mechanisms were introduced
in Western Australia regarding disposable cigarette
lighters, novelty and low cost refillable lighters.
These lighters are required by law to have effective
safety and child resistant mechanisms so that children
under five years of age cannot operate them.
If you suspect that you have a disposable or
low cost refillable lighter that does not have
child resistant mechanisms, please contact the
Department of Commerce on 1300 30 40 54.

